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INTRODUCTION 
When an alloy is in a semi-solid state, it is a heterogeneous material similar to a 
suspension where the dominant phase can be taken as the matrix and the minor phase as the 
inclusion. Typically, first-order scattering theories are considered adequate for describing 
the wave mechanics of a suspensions when the inclusion concentration levels are low. 
However, as the concentration is increased, higher ordered scattering theories become 
necessary. Due to the mathematical complexities of these methods, many researchers have 
pursued effective media approaches[I]. It should be noted however, that neither scattering 
theories nor effective media theories account for dynamic changes in the material state. 
Most suspensions are not studied at a temperature where small changes in pressure 
will induce a phase change. However, a semi-solid alloy contains two or more phases in 
equilbrium such that a small perturbation to the system can cause dramatic changes in the 
ratio of solid to liquid phases. These changes, in turn, can have a significant impact on the 
wave mechanics of the medium. From Gibbs' Phase Rule we know that the temperature, 
alloy composition, and pressure are required to define the point of equilibrium [2]. Hence, 
the pressure changes from an elastic wave can cause small (molar) amounts of the alloy to 
undergo a first-order phase transition to maintain equilibrium at a constant temperature. 
The number of moles which change phase for a given amount of work is dependent on the 
electrochemical potential of the constituent phases in the alloy. By specifically accounting 
for the electrochemical potential in the Lagrangian description for the system, we have 
extended the effective media models used for suspensions to systems which include first-
order phase transitions induced by an elastic wave. 
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THEORY 
Three steps were used to derive the equations of motion for a longitudinal elastic 
wave traveling in a semi-solid alloy. The first step was to define the Lagrangian for each 
phase of the semi-solid alloy. The Lagrangian will describe the semi-solid alloy as a 
suspension of any arbitrary concentration level and matrix. This is a first-order 
approximation and does account for interaction between inclusions or the change of 
material from one state to another. The second step was to determine the relationship 
between the wave and the any induced phase changes in the alloy. The last step was to 
include this relationship in the Lagrangian description and apply Hamilton's principle to 
obtain the equations of motion. The equations of motion define the longitudinal wave 
speed, while attenuation can be determined from energy considerations. 
Before proceeding further there are six assumptions used in this formalism which 
the reader should understand: i) the wavelength is much greater than the inclusion size, D> 
a; ii) the constituents of the alloy and all mixtures of the constituents are isotropic; iii) the 
propagating wave is a plane wave; iv) the medium moves from one thermochemical 
equilibrium state to another such that at every point along the path, the system is in 
equilibrium; v) the spatial distribution of the inclusions in the medium's matrix are such 
that the wave remains perpendicular to the axis of propagation; and vi) the total mechanical 
energy changes proportionally with volume. 
The Lagrangian 
The energy descriptions were derived for volumes composed entirely of the liquid 
or solid phase. The kinetic energy for the liquid phase is 
where PL is the density of the liquid; u is the displacement; and V is the volume. The 
potential energy for the liquid phase is 
(1) 
(2) 
where K is the bulk modulus of the liquid. Under the previously stated assumptions, it can 
be shown [3] that the kinetic energy of the solid is 
where Ps is the density of the solid, u is the displacement, v is Poisson's ratipon, rx is the 
polar radius of gyration. The potential energy of the solid is 





where E is the elastic modulus. Now, Eqns. (1) through (4) can be combined to represent 
the total energy of the system according to 
(5) 
wherefs is the volume fraction of the solid in the semi-solid alloy. 
The Lagrangian requires a mixed space-time derivative because the solid phase 
energy description includes a contribution from strains generated perpendicular to the axis 
of propagation. Thus the Lagrangian becomes 
(6) 
where F is a functional. 
Neither the solid phase nor the liquid phase energy descriptions account for phase 
changes. To include this effect implicitly, Eqns. (1) through (4) would require a priori 
knowledge of the moduli and densities of the phases as a function of space, time and 
temperature. Since the thermodynamic processes which govern the alloy in the semi-solid 
state allow a small volume to spontaneously changes phase if this change is balanced by a 
reciprocal change at another location [4], it is impractical to deterministically define the 
densities and moduli as a function of time, space and temperature. As an alternative, 
effective values for the moduli were found from the electrochemical potentials and were 
then used to modify the total energy of the system. 
Accounting for Phase Changes 
The condition of thermochemical equilibrium requires that the electro-chemical 
potentials for each constituent in the alloy be equal. Starting with the electrochemical 
potential for perfect or dilute real mixtures we have 
Ph", = 0" +RTln(PhC)+vM- PhSI1T r'''''''1 I I / I 
(7) 
where 0lli is the Gibbs Free Energy of the pure component i and is constant in every phase, 
R is the universal gas constant, Ci is the molar quantity of component i in phase Ph, PhVi is 
the molar volume of component i in phase Ph, Si is the entropy of component i in phase 
Ph, and I1Ti is the temperature difference between the current temperature and reference 
temperature, the latter being the temperature at which 0lli is measured [5]. Now using 
Clapeyron's relations, Eqn. (7) can be solved uniquely, thereby allowing new molar 
quantities to be computed for a change in pressure. Comparing the electrochemical 
potential at ambient pressure to that of a different pressure we have 
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(8) 
where the sUbscript 0 indicates the ambient pressure value. The electrochemical potential 
difference for a single component is the energy change caused by going from one 
equilibrium point to a new one. 
Both the change in Gibbs Free Energy and the activation energy of the system is 
needed to include the effects of the phase change in the Lagrangian. The activation energy, 
referred to as Ga, is left undefined at this stage since it depends on the alloy chosen. The 
change in Gibbs free energy, ~G, can be calculated from (8) and is given as 
(9) 
Gibbs free energy, in conjunction with the activation energy, are now used to compute the 
total energy needed for the phase change 
(10) 
where CLS is the molar fraction of alloy that changed from liquid to solid, and CSL is the 
molar fraction of alloy that changed from solid to liquid. When the amplitude of the elastic 
wave is large enough, it supplies this energy for phase change. However, this energy is 
irreversibly converted to heat by the phase change process, which leads to a substantial 
reduction in elastic wave amplitude. 
The energy required for the phase change is provided by the the induced strain field 
but this energy is not reversibly returned to the system after the driving source is removed. 
Consider a small volume of alloy and apply a pressure field which forces the alloy into 
compression. The Le Chatelier-Braun principle and the Clapeyron's relations indicate that 
the alloy will change phase to reduce the strain energy within the alloy [1]. After the alloy 
has completed its phase change, the activation energy is returned to the system, not as strain 
energy, but as heat. Given enough time, the thermal reservoir used to maintain the 
thermochemical equilibrium will absorb this heat. When the pressure field is reversed and 
the alloy is placed in tension, it again undergoes phase change. As before, the strain energy 
which causes the phase change is converted to heat, and is transferred to the reservoir after 
the transformation is complete. 
Determining the Effective Moduli 
Effective moduli values are used to account for the irreversible exchange of strain 
energy to heat. The direction of the applied stress, compressive or tensile, generates distinct 
responses. Therefore, two scenarios are considered in order to solve for the effective 
moduli. The moduli for compressive portion is computed from 
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E In - E tJ'h = ~ [/sE * Compressive + (1- Is)K * compressive] f (~ ;) 2 d V 
v 
(11) 
where Eln is the energy of the wave and E*compressive and K*compressive are the 
effective moduli for the compressive stage. Equation (11) contains two unknowns. 
Clapeyron's relations are usually sufficient to reduce (ll) to one unknown. When they are 
not sufficient, other constitutive equations must be used. These relationships, like the 
activation energy value, depend on the particular system under study so they will not be 
discussed here further. The moduli for the tensile portion are computed similarly 
(12) 
The compressive and tensile portions are combined using lumped parameter assumptions 
with the equations 
2 
K* * + * . K Tensile K CompressIve 
2 I 1 
- = ---+------
E * E * Tensile E * Compressive 
(13) 
where E* and K* are the effective moduli to be placed back into the kinetic and potential 
energy equations. 
By applying Eqn. (6) to Eqns (1) through (4), with moduli substitutions from (l3), 
the equations of motion can be derived. These are given as 
Predicted wave speed and attenuation 




The attenuation, due to the phase change mechanism, can be determined from the input 
energy and the energy required for the phase change, 
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Hence, the traveling longitudinal elastic wave modifies its environment, the 
medium, and it can do so to a significant extent. 
RESULTS 
(16) 
Experimental data for longitudinal velocity in a semi-solid Sn-Bi alloy system has 
been collected and reported on previously [6). The results from this experiment are plotted 
as discrete points on the top two graphs of Figure 1. The continuous line shown on the top 
two graphs is the velocity prediction from the model. The model predictions and the data 
points are within 10%. The attenuation predictions are also shown on the same figure 
directly below the velocity graphs. Unfortunately absolute attenuation data from the 
experiment was not available. An attempt was made to obtain relative attenuation 
measurements but the data was not considered reliable because of signal to noise problems. 
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Figure 1: Comparison of the model prediction with experimental results. The' *' and '+' 
represent experimental data points and the '0' are used for highlighting the model 
predictions shown as solid lines. 
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CONCLUSION 
We have described an approach for predicting the velocity and attenuation values 
for a longitudinal elastic wave supported by an alloy in a semi-solid state. This was 
accomplished by developing a Lagrangian in terms of effective moduli which specifically 
accounted for the elastic wave induced phase transitions. These effective moduli were 
determined from the thermodynamic parameters of the system, electrochemical potential 
and Gibbs free energy, associated with the materials first order phase transition. The model 
predicts substantial amounts of attenuation can occur near the solidus line of the phase 
diagram. The predicted velocity values were also seen to depend on the elastic wave 
induced phase change phenomena, although to a smaller degree than that exhibited by the 
attenuation. In the limit, when the attenuation due to phase transition is negiligible, the 
model predicts velocity values that are identical with those found from an effective media 
approach for two phase suspensions. Thus the additional attenuation mechanism increases 
the accuracy of the wave velocity prediction and gives new insight into the wave semi-solid 
material interaction. 
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